All pioneers to new lands build ______________ from available materials to shelter themselves in
______________ their families, so when the farmers ______________ to Nebraska they were faced
and of come ran television came
with a ______________ special problem. There were no strong ______________ for logs to build a
very non number pens fight trees
log ______________, and no stones to build a ______________ type house. There were only
all cabin case European high runt
clusters ______________ brush and willowy trees along the ______________, and plenty of grass.
as staple of books notebooks rivers
Its not ______________ where the idea for sod houses ______________ came from.
known bought good beautifully of originally
Maybe it was from ______________ Omaha Indians, who built earth houses, ______________
the of end and fish or
perhaps it was from the English ______________ who had built turf houses for
shelter trees settlers temporary house logs
shelter in Great Britain. It is ______________ though that during this period ______________ Nebraska,
certain big donut in on good
the sod house became the ideal ______________ and its construction was perfected to
spot grip dwelling
______________ art.
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First the farmers would select ______________ acre where the prairie grass was
area some an
______________ and thickest. This was usually slough ______________, blue stem, or buffalo
toughest said of bread drink grass
grass. And ______________ they would plow the land with a ______________ or oxen, and a
then of disk grain and horse
grasshopper plow ______________ cut the grass but didn’t turn ______________ over. It was said
grand that of it a stand
that “as ______________ cutting plow sliced through the virgin ______________, the tearing grass
believe the an food last ground
roots made a sound like the opening of a gigantic ______________.”
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The farmers plowed strips that were ______________ one and a half feet wide and an inch or
about to read
two thick. They ______________ cut those strips into three-foot ______________ bricks, and
as answer then weak long spin
carried them by wagon the site that had been selected the
to as help for to prairie
	house.